Keren Rak, Age 10

Gamer Profile

Level: Beginner

About Keren: Keren has quadriplegia that affects all four of her limbs. She currently uses 3 switches to play, paired with Co-Pilot. She wants to become an independent gamer.

Assistive Technology: Keren uses a power wheelchair with Head Array for mobility and Tobii Eye Gaze and Dynavox for communication. Here’s how she uses XAC for gaming.

Buddy button activates the A command
Ultimate headswitch activates the right thumbstick.
Ultimate headswitch activates the left thumbstick.
A jelly bean switch activates up and down.

If access with 2-3 switches is right for you, try these games.
- Plants vs. Zombies
- Sonic the Hedgehog
- Pac-Man
- Astro-Pop
- Tetris
- Peggle

Karen also uses Copilot when others want to support her gameplay which connects the input of two controllers.

The XAC Controller has large programmable buttons and has 20 different 3.5 mm jacks that connect to external switches, buttons, mounts, and joysticks to help make gaming more accessible.